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Creative, bold visuals make a great center
piece for every direct action. They do
much more than make your actions look
good. They unify your group, amplify your
message, invite people to have a personal
interaction with your work, and provide
a visual story through symbols that clarify
the issue. If you integrate art into your
campaign strategy and actions, you can
make change irresistible.
In this manual you will find simple directions
on how to make banners, giant puppets,
stencils for t-shirts and posters, and customized t-shirts. Use them as a starting
point and improvise your own techniques!

The Ruckus Society. 2007.
Written by Hannah Strange.
Graphic Design by Molly McCoy.
Drawing this page by Sara Peattie, 1996.

Banners
& Flags
S u p p l ies
• Paint (water-based acrylic,
latex house paint, or spray
paint are best. Do NOT use
enamel or oil-based paints.)
• Brushes (cheap foam brushes
work best.)

• Grommets
• Scissors
• Needles and thread
or sewing machine
• Flat nylon webbing
• Thin nylon cord
WATER
RESIST

• Computer and digital projector
(optional)
• Permanent markers and
pencils
• PVC or wood poles (optional)
• Fabric (see chart below)

FABRIC

WEIGHT
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AVG PRICE WATER
PER YARD AB(IN US $)
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WATER
SHEDDING

INDIA PERMAINK
NENT
MARKERS

ACRYLIC, LATEX,
WATER-BASED
PAINT

Cotton Sheeting,

6 oz

$1-$3

x

x

x

10 oz
12 oz
10 oz +
2-3 oz
1.5-2.5 oz
4-4.5 oz
7-7.5 oz
.75 oz
6-8 oz
8-10 oz

$4-$6
$6-$8
$2-$4
$2-$8
$5-$10
$9-$12
$12-$14
$5-$10
$22
$5-$10

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
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Muslin
Cotton Sateen
Canvas
Burlap
Taffeta
Rip Stop Nylon
Oxford
Pack Cloth
Nylon Sailcloth
Dacron
Vinyl

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
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P l an n ing
Consider the following:
Where and how will the banner be used? What are the environmental conditions (high
winds, wet weather, etc)?
Location:

How large does the banner need to be to be visible, legible, and have an impact at
the location where it will be used? A 30ft banner could look tiny if the scale of the background is large
enough. Scout the location before making the banner!
Size and Scale:

Keep it short and sweet. Test it out on a lot of people before you commit. Make sure it
makes sense to your target audience and to the general public, and not just insiders.
Message:

Making banners takes longer than you think! Plan time for buying materials, construction, painting, drying paint, attaching hardware and rigging the anchoring system.
Time:

Is there enough money for the labor and materials involved? The budget may end up determining the size and location of the banner.
Budget:

M a k i n g Banne r s
& F lags
Handheld and
Processional Banners

Poles useful for holding banners up
for long stretches of time or above
head level

1. Choose Fabric:

a. Use canvas or natural cotton fiber fabric that is
receptive to water-based paints and painting over (reuse). Preshrink to avoid puckering with water-based
paints.

Hem and Pole Sleeve detail
Approx. 1˝ – 1 1/2˝

b. Nylon fabrics such as ripstop or oxford are typically
lighter in weight than canvas and are available with
water resistant coating. They can be less receptive
to water-based paint, so test the paint on a small
swatch of the fabric.
2. Sew Banner:

See illustrations to the right.

1. HEM — Turn top and
bottom edges under
two times and sew
2. Sew down cord loop
on inside*
3. Fold ends back, edges over,
and sew down
*Attach cord to loop
and anchor to pole to
prevent slipping

Kim Wolstone, 1996.
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For lightweight fabrics, sew webbing along the top hem or run rope through the
top hem casing for extra strength. Duct tape can also be used to hem edges. Reinforce any grommets with webbing or extra layers of fabric.

3. Reinforce Hems:

Run poles through the pole sleeves or pockets (sew top of sleeve shut).
Set grommets in the corners, attach cords and tie onto poles or use as handheld straps.

4. Build Anchoring System:

If standing still, it can be helpful to tie cords to the top of the pole to pull outward to
create tension to prevent sagging in the middle of the banner. If marching, a few well-placed ushaped slits in the banner can help reduce wind resistance. Wear a tool-belt and set the pole into one
of the pockets for easier carrying.

5. Add Extras:

Handheld and
Suspended Flags
(See above). Lightweight fabrics
will fly easier than heavy ones. If graphics are to
be on both sides, use opaque fabric or consider
sandwiching together two layers.

1.Choose Fabric:

2. Sew Banner:

See illustrations to the right.

For lightweight fabric, sew
webbing along anchoring edge or in grommet
areas for greater durability. Duct tape can also be
used to hem edges.

Pole-Anchored

Suspended/
rope-anchored

Hem and Grommet Anchor Detail

3. Reinforce Hems:

1. 1/2˝ wide hem is typical for small
flags
2. 1– 1 1/2˝ wide hEm for anchoring
edge typical for accomodating
a #4 grommet (1/2˝ opening)

For poles, see sleeve
detail above. For suspended flags, set grommets
at top and bottom along one side only. Attach cord
and tie onto the pole or rope.

4. Build Anchoring System:

Kim Wolstone, 1996.

Suspended Banners
1.Choose Fabric:

a.Use lightweight natural fabrics receptive to water-based paints. Preshrink to avoid puckering with
water-based paints.
b.Synthetic fabrics such as ripstop nylon and oxford are lighter in weight and easier to compact (less
mass) compared to canvas, and are available with water resistant coating. They can be less receptive
to water-based paint, so test the paint on a small swatch of the fabric.
2. Sew Banner:

See image on next page.
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Sew webbing along top hem or in grommet areas for durability. For large lightweight fabric banners (150 sq ft or larger) that will be subjected to wind or stress at anchor points,
sew webbing along all edges for strength and durability.

3. Reinforce Hems:

4. Reinforce Corners

For
large banners (150 sq
ft or larger) that will
be subjected to wind
or stress at anchor
points, sew extra layers
of fabric (see detail)
to reinforce. Dacron
sailcloth works best
for layer closest to
grommet.
and Grommets:

panel
seam
approx 1/2˝

1. Sew Fabric Panels Together — see Detail 1
2. Hem – Turn Edges under two times
and sew — see detail 2

hem
detail
2

detail 1

3. Reinforce corners and grommet
areas with fabric plys — turn under
edges and sew down.—
see detail 3

5. Build Anchoring

Attach grommets in all corners and
spaced out along all
edges. Spur type grommets, typically used on
sails, are stronger than
washer type grommets.

approx.
1–1 1/2˝

System:

corner and grommet
area reinforcement
detail 3

Kim Wolstone, 1996.

Lay i n g Out Graphics
Old School Method:
1.Draw your banner image onto paper.
2.Lay the banner out on a table or the floor. Measure the length of space to be covered by the text.
3. Figure out how many units your text requires:
• All lowercase letters, numbers, and spaces between words count as 1 unit except m & w (1 ½
units) and f, i, j, l, and t (1/2 unit).
• All capital letters count as 1 unit except M & W (1 ½ units) and I (1/2 unit).
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4. Divide the total length
into the number of
units needed.
5. Freehand sketch the
letters onto the banner
using a pencil or
marker. Freehand the
graphics in the space
remaining, or use the
grid method to transfer. (Draw a grid over your
image on the paper, make a larger matching grid
on the fabric, and transfer box by box.)
6. Fill in letters and graphics with spray paint or use brushes and water-based paint.

High Tech Method:
1.Create the graphic or text
on a computer-based graphics program. Make sure your
dimensions match the dimension of the final banner.
2.Hang banner on a wall. Project
the graphic onto the blank
banner using a digital projector.
3.Trace the graphics and text
with permanent markers. It
can be helpful to mark the
color of each shaded area onto
the banner as you trace.
4. If using spray paint, leave the banner on the wall and fill in the graphics with spray
paint. If using water-based paint, spread the banner on the floor before painting.

Credits
Wolston, Kim and Amelia Slayton. Banner Making Manual. The Ruckus Society. 1997.
Stone, Lynn. “Bedsheet Banners 101”. 2006. The Ruckus Society. 5/2/2007. http://www.ruckus.org/
article php?id=250.
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Stencils
FOR T-SHIRTS, PICKET
SIGNS AND POSTERS

S u p p l ies
For T-shirts:
• Vellum, acetate or transparency sheets
• Xacto knives, carpenter knives or razor blades.
• Fabric paint
• Foam roller-brushes
• Spray adhesive
• Masking tape and scotch tape
• T-shirts (pre-shrunk)
• Scissors
•	Newspaper or old cardboard boxes
• Clean cloth or brown paper
•	Iron

For Picket Signs
& Posters:
• Card-stock, posterboard, old file folders, or tagboard. Not too thick- still flexible.
•	Old cardboard boxes, colorful posterboard or
poster paper
• X-acto knives, carpenter knives or razor blades.
• Spraypaint & latex house paint
• Spray adhesive or glue sticks
• Masking tape and scotch tape
• Wooden sticks for sign handles
• Staplegun & staples
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Making a Stencil

Make your stencil image- either on
a computer or by hand. Remember to “think
like a stencil”—don’t leave any white spaces
(islands) completely enclosed by black areas.
Create bridges. (image) You will be cutting out
all the black areas. When you’re done, print or
photocopy the image onto regular paper.
1. Create.

For t-shirt stencils, tape a piece of
vellum, acetate or transparency paper to the
paper with the stencil image using masking
tape. For picket signs, glue the paper with the
stencil image onto thicker card-stock using
spray adhesive or a glue stick.
2. Fortify.

Using a sharp blade, cut out all the black
parts of your stencil image, cutting straight
through the card-stock or vellum. The sharper
the blade, the better your stencil looks. Make
sure to protect the surface you’re
cutting on.
3. Cut.

Banksy, 2003.

If you accidentally cut through one of the
bridges, use a piece of scotch tape to re-attach it.
4. Repair.

Us i n g Y our Stencil
T-shirts
1. Put newspaper or piece of cardboard larger than the
stencil size inside the t-shirt and lay it out flat.
2.	Use spray adhesive on the back-side of the acetate/
vellum stencil and lay it onto the t-shirt where you want
it, or just use masking tape to attach it to the shirt.
3.	Load up your foam roller with fabric paint and roll
away. Experiment with pressure. Apply liberally. Make
sure you have an even coat.
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4. Remove the stencil carefully. Allow paint to dry.
5. Heat-seal the shirt so the color doesn’t run. Lay a clean cloth or brown paper over the design and
iron for a few minutes. If you’re doing multiple layered stencils, heat-seal in between each color.

Picket Signs & Posters:
1. Cut cardboard boxes down to desired picket sign shape. Get creative- let your shape work with your
stencil image. Paint with background color using latex house paint and allow to dry.
2. Attach the cardstock stencil to the cardboard background using masking tape. For posters, you can
also use colorful posterboard or poster paper for the background.
3. Hold spray paint can six to ten inches away from the stencil at a 90-degree angle to avoid underspray and keep your edges sharp. Use paint sparingly. Wear rubber gloves and a mask, paint outdoors
or in a well-ventilated room.
4. Carefully lift stencil off of cardboard background. Let paint dry.
5. Attach sign to wooden stick using a staplegun. You may want to sandwich two signs around one
stick so the text will be legible from both sides. You can seal the two signs together with masking tape.

Credits
Prism. “Basic Stencil Cut Tutorial.” STNCLRVLTN. 5/2/ 2007. http://www.stencilrevolution.com/tutorials/tutorialsview.php?id=11.
Ghostpatrol. “Ghostpatrol Guide to Making T-Shirts.” STNCLRVLTN. 5/2/2007. http://www.stencilrevolution.com/tutorials/tutorialsview.php?id=7.
Banksy. “Painting with Stencils.” 4/22/2003. Children’s Media Project. 5/2/2007. http://www.childrensmediaproject.org/article.asp?showid=54.
Banksy. “Floating Negative Space.” 4/22/2003. Children’s Media Project. 5/2/2007. http://www.childrensmediaproject.org/article.asp?showid=53.
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Puppets
S u p p l ies
• Carpenter knives
• Hammer
• Pliers
• Wire-cutters
• Stapleguns
• Staple Pliers (aka
Creature Stapleguns)
• Paintbrushes
• Drill
• Sewing machine (or
needle and thread)
for costumes
• House paint,
acrylics or spray paint

• Wallpaper paste,
flour, cornstarch, or
white school glue
• Big buckets
(5 gallon are perfect!)
• Baling wire
• Chicken wire
• Wire coat hangers
•	Nails
• Screws
• Bottlecaps to flatten
and use as washers
• Twine

•	Elastic
• Masking tape
• Duct tape
• Sticks and thin
lumber for building
frames
• A bunch of thick
cardboard (big boxes)
•	Newspaper and
brown paper bags
• Cloth for puppet
bodies or hair
•	Yarn for puppet hair
• Permanent markers

• Drawing books
— how to draw faces,
people and animals
for reference
•	Old backpacks for
building
backpack frame
puppets
• Foam (hard or soft)
for facial features or
details (optional)
• Clay (optional)

M a k i n g a Puppet

1.Make a drawing of the way you want your puppet to look. Check out ideas for Backpack Puppets,
Pole Puppets, and Hoop Puppets on the following pages.
2.Create forms for the heads, hands, and other parts of the puppet to be made from paper mache. If
you have clay, create the shape in clay and cover it with saran wrap. If you have chicken wire, use
that. You can also make a 3D form out of cardboard, and sculpt a face or other features on it using
crumpled newspaper and masking tape. For large forms, strengthen by making a frame out of wood
or PVC pipes and attach the form using screws and flattened bottle caps as washers. It can be helpful to look at photos or technical drawings. Look at the illustrations in the Making Faces section in the
following pages for ideas.
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3.Mix up the wallpaper paste, or make paper mache paste by boiling water and slowly adding flour or
cornstarch until it forms a thick paste. Add white school glue to the mixture to make it stronger and
more water resistant.
4. Dip shreds of newspaper or brown paper bags into the paste, wipe off excess, and apply to the form.
Use larger pieces of paper on flat areas, and smaller or long thin pieces on rounded areas. If the paper
wrinkles or refuses to lie flat, your pieces are too large. Do 3 to 5 layers of paper mache and allow to dry.
5.Paint your paper mache forms.
6.Attach forms to poles or backpack frame. See instructions for a Homemade Backpack below, and
Attaching Heads, and Attaching Hands on the following pages for instructions.
7.Sew costumes for the puppets. It is important that the costumes be made of light cloth. Every ounce
counts. Make sure to make a way for the puppeteer to see through the costume if it will be worn as a
backpack. Adding fringes and draping to the costume add to the movement and conceal the simplicity of
the shape. Find detailed drawings and instructions in the Costumes section on the following pages.

Jo’s Ladies

B a c k packs

Backpack puppets follow exactly the movement of
the puppeteer but magnify them. This natural-looking
movement makes them very good for dancing and for
interacting with people. They can bend over all the way,
shake hands, hug people.

shoulders
move if
tied on
loosely
rope

padding on
wooden
crosspiece

Homemade Backpack
width of
shoulders
about 14˝

distance
between
shoulders
and waist

uprighT spine of puppet
screwed
and glued
shoulder
sticks

shoulder
straps

padding

arm sticks
rest on hip

costume rests on shoulders

waist strap

OR you can buy a used backpack
and attach it to a stick

DemonoiD

Putting it On
tie the waist
strap as
tightly as
possible
wire
hoops in
costume

All drawings by Sara Peattie, 1996.
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POLE PUPPETS
Fish

stick tied in

Face Banner
layers of cheesecloth are
draped over a clay face
covered with plastic,
then the part of the
cloth over the face
is covered with glue,
and the rest of the
cloth is allowed
to trail. The faces
are light and
translucent.

cloth

fish head
(cardboard)

tail made of
double cardboard
folded around a
stick

wire
hotglued
to head

Flying Angel
wire arms

Totem

Wire Bird

wings

arms of heavy wire, can
be coathangers
coathangers
duct-taped
to stick

loop in wire
duct-taped
to stick

tail

When the stick is moved, the wings flap. It is important to
use only plastic bags (white, black, blue, etc.) on this bird,
or extremely thin cloth, or the wings will flop instead

Bread and Puppet Flying Bird
at rest
The three puppeteers
must run constantly
to make the flying
bird fly. It needs to
be made of very light
cloth in order to
fly correctly. It is
impRoVed by haviNg
plenty of fringe.
Remember that people
will be seeing both the
top and the bottom
of the costume.

All drawings by Sara Peattie, 1996.
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HOOP PUPPETS

Half Hoop Dragon

Big Fish
coathanger work well for small dragons

papier-mâche head

wire or tubing

wire set in
seams in cloth

wire hoops
for eyes set in
cloth

papIer mâche
or cloth
breastplate

Mermaid

C o n s truction Tips
Hands/Paws

Tails

CLAY
make hands as for head over clay,
cut off and reattach

Cardboard
cardboard
doubled around
stick and
papier-mâched

Stick
Wire

Cardboard Single
glue and staple inside
and outside wire loop

Cardboard Double
stuffed very lightly
with newspaper and
then papier mâched

wire

cardboard
bend hands, then
tape fingers
together

stick with
cloth strips

arm stick goes between
cardboard hands

cloth fringe

All drawings by Sara Peattie, 1996.
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Making Faces

Cardboard: If you don’t have enough clay, you can make a cardboard
form and sculpt the face on it in crumpled newspaper and masking tape.
in clay, cover it with thin plastic (Saran wrap), and
Do a layer of newspaper papier-mâche, adjust the sculpture, and do a
then with 3-5 layers of papier-mâche. You may have
couple of layers of heavy paper. When the paper dries, cut into the cardto cut it to get it off the Clay, and then papierboard in the insdie of the face, and pull the crumpled newspaper out ot
mâche it back together.
make the head lighter.
Clay: If you have enougH clay, create the positive

Human

long tabs on top are folded to
make the Top and back of the head

papier-mâche

crumpled paper

cut and pull
out paper

cardboard

Cut and overlap, gluing and stapling or
gluing and duct taping
score, cut lightly and fold

Dragon/Dog

Top Jaw

back

Round Head

Bottom Jaw

Large or Small
When making
complicated
form, it
helps to
make a pattern out of
thin cardboard or
heavy paper
first

front

Heron
Beak and Head

Parrot
Top Beak and Head

Neck

Bottom Beak

Crest

All drawings by Sara Peattie, 1996.
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Costumes
Totem

It is important that costumes be made of light cloth; every ounce counts. If the cloth is
light enough, it may act as a scrim; it will be possible to see from the dark inside the puppet
out, but not from the light outside the puppet in. It is also possible to inset light curtain
cloth into the costume as a viewport or to conceal holes in the cloth’s pattern, or behind
a fringe. Fringes and draping are useful in giant puppets in general; they both conceal the
simplicity of the shape and add to the movement.

back cloth attached
to top of head and
arms

Stick or Backpack
costume stapled to pole

front
cloth
attached
to neck
and arms

sleeves
attached
to arms
and pole

seam for shoulder wire

light
cloth or
holes

sew seams to put wire in
The distance below the backpack is the distance from the
hip to 6˝ below the knee

Attaching Heads
Box HEADs

Snapping Mouths

stapled and glued to a larger
piece of cardboard

Ground Dragon

The box should
be loose
enough to let
the head move
but not so
loose that it
can spin on the
pole.

The box is most suitable for backpack
and other puppets where the head is
not attached to the costume, and you
will want to remove it for transport

Totem Heads

STRING

Jiggle (jaws
chomp when
stick is shaken)

cloth
covers
back of
head and
sack

elastic
hinge
cloth
grip

elastic
hinge

String

neck
cloth

resting agains
the stick keeps
the bottom jaw
from fallling
open

double Hinges
keep the
bottom jaw
from falling
open

Tiger/Dragon
String

WOOD
wood

Credits

plywood

wood
cardboard

Peattie, Sara & The Puppeteer’s
Cooperative. 68 Ways to Make
Really Big Puppets. Bread and
Puppet Press. 1996.

stapled and
glued

tied

All drawings by Sara Peattie, 1996.
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s
t
r
i
h
T-S
S u p p l ies

• T-shirts
• Scissors
• Xacto knife or razor blades
• Safety Pins
• Chalk
• Thick cardboard

F i v e N o- Sew Techniques
1.Cut it.
Cut the neckline in a scoop
from shoulder to shoulder. Cut the sleeve
hems off. To modify this to a low back , cut
a lower scoop down the back to the level of
your shoulder blades.
Scoop Neck:

OR

Cut the neckline hem off. Cut the
sleeves off, about one inch above the shoulder seam. To make a one shoulder tank ,
cut from one shoulder across to the opposite
underarm, running beneath the neckline.
Tank Top:

OR

Cut from the underarms diagonally up to the neck hem, and then follow
the rest of the neckline around, cutting off
the shoulders of the t-shirt entirely.
Halter Top:
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2.Pin it.
Cut from the top of one sleeve along the
upper edge of the t-shirt across to the other sleeve, removing
the neck hem in the process. Pin the top edge back together
along the shoulders using safety pins.
Shoulder Pins:

Cut down both sides of the shirt from the shoulder
at the sleeve seam down along the entire side seam, opening the shirt up. Pin the side seams back together from the
underarm to the hip using safety pins.
Side Pins:

Cut down the right side of the shirt from the
shoulder down along the side seam, opening up the right
side of the shirt completely. Cut across the shirt beneath the
underarms. Cut this piece in half horizontally, creating two
thin rectangles of fabric. Rotate these two rectangles so they
run vertically. Pin them together in the middle of the front and
back, creating a neck hole. Pin them to themselves along the
side edges, creating armholes.
Pin Tank Top:

3. Slash it.
Use chalk to draw a star on your t-shirt. Draw
horizontal lines connecting the edges of the star. Put thick
cardboard in between the layers of your shirt. Use a razor
blade to slash along the lines, creating a star design.
Star Slash:

Using scissors, cut two to three inch slashes along
the edges of the sleeves and bottom of the t-shirt to create
a fringe. Experiment with the thickness of the fringe.
Fringe:

Cut the neckline in a scoop from shoulder to shoulder. Using scissors, cut two to three inch
slashes downward along the shoulder edges of the t-shirt.
Shoulder Slash:
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Cut the neckline in a scoop from shoulder to
shoulder. Cut the sleeve hems off. Put thick cardboard in
between the layers of your shirt. Using chalk, draw two sets
of parallel horizontal lines down the back of the shirt. Slash
along the lines with a razor blade to create a skeleton look.
Skeleton:

Cut the sleeves of the shirt off along the sleeve
seams. Put thick cardboard in between the layers of your
shirt. Using chalk, draw short lines evenly spaced across the
entire shirt (front and back) in a mesh pattern. Slash along
the lines with a razor blade. Experiment with the length of
the lines and direction of your cuts.
Mesh:

4. Tie it.
Cut off the sleeves at the sleeve seams. Cut a
v-shaped neckline through both layers of the t-shirt. Cut a
series of diamond shapes down the front and back of the
shirt, completely splitting the shirt in half. Tie the tips of the
triangles created by the diamond cutouts together to reconnect the front and back of the t-shirt. Try the same technique
down the sides of a shirt for a variation.
Diamonds:

Cut off the sleeves at the sleeve seams.
Cut a v-shaped neckline through both layers of the t-shirt.
Cut another v-shape through the front of the shirt from
the bottom of the t-shirt up to connect to the tip of the
v-neck. The two v’s should meet at the chest of the shirt.
Tie together the tips of the triangles created by the cutout.
Wear the shirt backwards for a variation.
Tie-Front Tunic:

Cut the neckline in a scoop from shoulder to
shoulder. Cut the sleeves off, about one inch above the
shoulder seam. Put thick cardboard between the layers of
the t-shirt. Using a razor blade, make a series of horizontal slashes down the center of the shirt, about four inches
long. Cut down the center of the front of the shirt, down
the middle of the slashes, making fringe. Tie the fringe back
together in bows. Wear the shirt backwards for a variation.
Bow Front:
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5. Lace it.
Cut the neckline hem off. Cut the
sleeves off, about one inch above the shoulder seam.
Snip three to four holes along the top edge of the shoulders, through both layers. Cut a ½ inch strip off the
bottom of the t-shirt, and cut it into two even pieces.
Starting at the neck hole, use the strips to lace up the
shoulder seams like a shoe, and tie a bow at the shoulder.
Use ribbons or shoelaces for a variation.
Shoulder Laces:

Cut two ½ inch strips off of the bottom of
the t-shirt and cut the loops open to form laces. Cut down
the sides of the t-shirt from the shoulder down along the
side seam, opening up the sides of the shirt completely.
Snip holes through both layers of the shirt down the sides
of the shirt from the underarm to the hip. Use the strips
to lace up the side seams like a shoe, starting from the
underarm and tying a bow at the hips.
Side Laces:

Cut the neckline hem off. Cut the sleeves off,
about one inch above the shoulder seam. Snip three to
four holes through both layers of the shirt at the hips. Cut
½ inch strips from the edges of the discarded sleeves and
cut the loops open to form laces. Use the strips to lace up
the hip seams like a shoe, starting at the top and tying a
bow at the bottom.
Hip Laces:

Cut the neckline hem off in a deep
scoop. Cut three ½ inch strips off of the bottom of
the shirt and cut the loops open to form laces. Cut the
sleeves off, about one inch above the shoulder seam.
Snip a series of holes down the front of the shirt to
create three stripes. Lace the strips through the holes
to make textured stripes. Tie the laces at the top and
bottom, hiding the knots inside the shirt if possible.
Use ribbon for a variation.
Lace Stripes:

Credits
Nicolay, Megan. Generation T: 108 Ways to Transform a T-shirt. New York: Workman Publishing, 2006.
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